Harlequins Millions: A Novel

By the writer Milan Kundera called Czechoslovakias greatest contemporary writer comes a
novel (now in English for the first time) peopled with eccentric, unforgettable inhabitants of a
home for the elderly who reminisce about their lives and their changing country. Written with
a keen eye for the absurd and sprinkled with dialogue that captures the poignancy of the
everyday, this novel allows us into the mind of an elderly woman coming to terms with the
passing of time.Praise for Too Loud a Solitude:Short, sharp and eccentric. Sophisticated,
thought-provoking and pithy. --SpectatorUnmissable, combines extremes of comedy and
seriousness, plus pathos, slapstick, sex and violence all stirred into one delicious brew. --The
GuardianIn imaginative riches and sheer exhilaration it offers more than most books twice its
size. At once tender and scatological, playful and sombre, moving and irresistibly funny. --The
Independent on SundayPraise for I Served the King of England:A joyful, picaresque story,
which begins with Baron Munchausen-like adventures and ends in tears and solitude. -- James
Wood, The London Review of BooksA comic novel of great inventiveness ... charming, wise,
and sad--and an unexpectedly good laugh. --The Philadelphia InquirerAn extraordinary and
subtly tragicomic novel. --The New York TimesDancing Lessons unfurls as a single,
sometimes maddening sentence. The gambit works. Something about that slab of wordage
carries the eye forward, promising an intensity simply unattainable by your regularly
punctuated novel. --Ed Park, The New York Times Book Review
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Czechoslovakia's greatest living writer. â€”Milan Kundera In this moving, absorbing novel,
we meet the eccentric residents of a home for the elderly who. One of the last novels of
Bohumil Hrabal â€“ the writer whom Milan Kundera called Czechoslovakia's greatest â€“
Harlequin's Millions is set in a castle converted.
6 May - 37 sec - Uploaded by A. Shonte Harlequin's Millions A Novel. A. Shonte. Loading
Unsubscribe from A. Shonte? Cancel. 14 Aug - 44 sec - Uploaded by Veroslava Harlequin's
Millions A Novel. Veroslava. Loading Unsubscribe from Veroslava? Cancel. Little happens in
Harlequin's Millions, Hrabal's heart-shattering ode to a character that appears in Hrabal's
earlier novels Cutting It Short and The Little Town. Harlequin's Millions. Bohumil Hrabal,
trans. from the Czech by Stacey Knecht. Archipelago (Random, dist.), $18 trade paper (p)
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